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About True Partner Capital

True Partner Capital is a global asset management firm founded by a team of former options market makers 

and technology specialists, with a primary focus on equity volatility strategies. The Firm has offices in the US, 

Europe and Asia and the key personnel have been working together for over 10 years. The Firm has approximately 

$1.1 billion in assets under management and invests on behalf of a varied global investor base. Our investment 

expertise is accessible via commingled funds, separate mandates and customized solutions where we offer 

tailored volatility solutions, for example for tail risk hedging. The Firm’s longest running commingled fund has 

an over 10 year track record pursuing the Firm’s relative value volatility strategy. The Firm trades close to 24 

hours a day across liquid global derivative markets and leverages proprietary technology developed by our 

experienced team, enabling the portfolio management team to identify and capitalize on trading opportunities.

On 10  January, Mr. Ralph van Put, Chairman of True Partner Capital, and his

delegation visited Nanhua Futures, and Mr. Luo Xufeng, Chairman of the

Board of Nanhua Futures, and other executive managers attended the

gathering.

Mr. Luo Xufeng warmly welcomed the delegation of True Partner Capital and

made a preliminary introduction of the historical development of Nanhua

Futures and the establishment of various business modules such as

investment funds and asset management. He said that under the current

framework of China's economic form, Nanhua Futures has been able to

steadily grow overall pro�ts thanks to its diversi�ed layout. As the Futures

and Derivatives Law continues to be implemented in further detail, Nanhua

Futures will be able to continue to leverage its professional advantages and

further contribute to the solid development of China's �nancial markets.

Mr. Ralph van Put fully a�rmed these achievements of Nanhua Futures. After

that, both parties exchanged their views on the current economic situation

and the outlook for �nancial markets.

Afterwards, Mr. Ralph van Put and his team visited Nanhua Futures' investor

education base.

The delegation of TRUE PARTNER was joined by Mr. Chen Donghua, Deputy

General Manager of Nanhua Futures, Mr. Zhu Bin, Chief Economist, Mr. Li

Lingfang, Assistant General Manager, and Mr. Lin Haowen, the General

Manager of Zhejiang Holland & Muh Investment Management Co.
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